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If the shifter gets tapped into gear simply squeeze the clutch.

TOWING: IT’S EASIER
THAN YOU THINK
BY BILL DRAGOO & PHOTOS BY SUSAN DRAGOO

I

t was a sketchy looking gas station in southeastern
Oklahoma with vintage pumps and a gravel driveway,
not too different from the old APCO service station
my grandfather owned when I was a youngster. The
tanks were likely rusty and, odds are, water and tainted gasoline
composed a fair percentage of their contents. My wife and I
needed fuel, so we pulled in anyway, cranked the handle to reset
the counter and topped off my KLR 650 and her KL 250 Super
Sherpa. Ten miles down the road, my motor started pinging
under load, and it was after sunset. I did my best to keep a light
throttle, trying to stop the detonation I knew could eventually
cause serious damage. I hoped Susan’s little Kawasaki wasn’t as
affected. We were headed for the annual Clayton, Oklahoma
dual-sport ride. Would we make it?
Suddenly I noticed Susan’s headlight grow dim as she fell
behind and pulled off the road. A bad feeling filled my gut. A
tap of the starter button confirmed the worst. Her engine had
succumbed to the sour fuel, and lost compression. It was more
than 50 dark, two-lane miles to our destination and a long way
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from any services. We would be responsible for our own
rescue. I pulled out my trusty tow strap and went to work,
attaching the strap to her left and my right foot peg.
WHY PEG TO PEG?
Towing methods can be as controversial as oil or tires.
Some argue for a linear tow, attaching a rope to the luggage
rack or support bar of the tow vehicle and to the forks
or handlebar of the one being towed. The issue with this
method is that any slack can be run over or caught up in
a fender or wheel. Because of the higher attach point, it
also induces strong lateral forces on both machines when
the vehicles are not perfectly aligned. Attaching the strap to
the foot pegs provides the lowest possible attach point and
greatest stability. It’s quick, simple and tidy.
Others argue that the rope should be wrapped around
a foot peg or other component on the towed vehicle then
let loose “if anything goes wrong.” The trouble with this
logic is that, more times than not, the rope slips loose at the

Looking down can lead
to loss of control.

Attach the strap to the passenger’s left foot peg.
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Maintain a slight offset to keep the strap clear of both bikes.

have practiced and are prepared. Here are some key
elements to effective towing:
• We always carry a 12-foot synthetic strap, custom
made by Art Dakos, “The Strap Guy.” Both ends
have reinforced loops and working load is 6,000 lb.
Keep your strap handy.
Anything will do in a pinch, however.
• Communication is key. The “driver” (tower)
should inform the “passenger” (towee) when taking up slack, starting, turning or stopping.
worst of times or can’t be released in time when needed. Dra• Be aware that the driver’s foot peg will lift slightly when
goo Adventure Rider Training (D.A.R.T.) recommends simply
the strap is tightened. Ignore it.
committing to the tow and focusing on the task at hand.
• The passenger should maintain position, 10 to 30 degrees
I first used the peg-to-peg method in South Africa in comto the right of the driver to prevent rubbing, crossing the
petition for the BMW GS Trophy and was quickly convinced
strap or yanking either bike sideways.
of its benefits. We attach to the driver’s brake side because the
• The driver is responsible for the path of travel; they
strap goes back and can’t interfere with braking. The passenger
should avoid obstacles and keep their eyes ahead.
won’t be using the shifter so it’s not an issue to have it string
• The passenger should watch the driver and stay in posiforward from their left foot peg. When teaching towing I first
tion. This is not the time to “ride your own ride.”
explain that towing isn’t really all that safe because two balance• Be mindful of loops forming in the strap that can catch
oriented machines are attached and must work in unison. It
the passenger’s foot in a “dab” (foot placed on the ground
can, however, be done with relative safety if both participants
to regain balance).
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•If the passenger’s bike gets bumped into gear, simply squeeze
the clutch.
• Maintain a safe but adequate speed at all times.
• Left turns cause the passenger to speed up relative to the
driver and right turns cause the passenger to slow down relative to the driver. Adjust speed accordingly.
• The passenger typically does not need to drag the brake when
towing peg to peg. Slack falls harmlessly between the bikes.
A gentle bump is usually all that’s felt when the strap is pulled
taut.
Susan’s bike hummed along, slightly beside and behind me,
until we reached camp. Even though her engine suffered damage from the bad gas, the weekend was salvaged. She was able
to borrow a bike for the ride and she had become an expert at
towing, peg to peg.
You can purchase straps to D.A.R.T. specs from Art Dakos
at https://thestrapguy.com/
Better yet, call him: (888) 693-4750.

Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad-certified off-road instructor and operates
DART, based in Norman, Oklahoma. All brands are welcome.
Billdragoo.com

Don't let the strap become looped around the passenger's leg.

For more information or a free Visitor Guide: VisitBrenhamTexas.com | 979.337.7580
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